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Professional

The Pageant

Sharing Funds because Its

population was undercounted

by 493,774. New York City,

Dr. Hill said, lost $6.7 million

because of the undercount In

terms of people, the report said

186,352 blacks went

uncounted in New York State,

with New York City

accounting for 143,048 of that

total. Similar statistics were

included in the study for 32

selected cities and the 50

states. '

The study also shows that

nearly million

residents of the four other

larger states - California;

Illinois, Texas and

DANVILLE, Va.: Pageants

Unlimited Inc., the i

sponsoring organization of the

Miss Black Teenage World

Pageant win not only feafaat

teenage contestants but the

behind the scenes crew of the

organization is manned by

outstanding young people.

Heading the list is the Pageant

Director, Patricia Wilson, 18,

and responsible for the on

stage production and routines

for each night's program. Pat's

assistant is Phyliss

Hamlets whose chief duty

staging and choreography both

are college students and former

Pageant participants. Marvin

Jones, 17 is Assistant Stage

Manager, his roles includes

being responsible for talent

Hffes, 17. is ftusili;
Assistant and Pagssiit

Entertainer. Mam wfl afagf

during the Pageant Finals sad

assist waft the Cesrteataattf

Talent Presentations. Ronald

Charity, President and Founder

of the Pageant remarked, "Our

pageant is geared toward the

total involvement of teenagers

at all levels of our operation.

We are determined to prove to

the world that young black

people have the abilities and

wat to do something positive,

if given the opportunity.
We

are not interested in self glory

or building one individual. The

reason for our involvement of

teenagers in the production is

in the direction of their

begin Wednesday, August Iftft,

in the Birmingham City

Auditorium; the second

preliminary is Thursday,

August 16th, and the top 5

finalists will compete for tike

title on Friday, August 17th,

all in the Birmingham City

Auditorium. $50,000 in

College Scholarships wffl go to

the 15 finalists along with

prizes from Eastman Kodak, J.

T. Cross Pen Co.
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WASHINGTON, D. C. -.-

.the National Urban League

announced recently that its

Research Department has

devised a system to locate the

more than five million black

Americans not counted in the

1970 Census.

That system and its

statistical soundness were the

subjects of a press conference

at the Washington Hilton

Hotel, site of the National

Urban League 1973 Annual

Conference.

Dr.Robert R Hill, director

q.f t he N UL Research

Department, detailed the

implementation of the system

following repeated, but futile

efforts to convince the U. S.

Census Bureau to devise a

method to the exact

locations of black Americans it

admits were overlooked in the

1970 national count.

According to Dr. Hill, one

of the most critical adverse

effects of the distorted Census

count is the fact that states and

cities across the nation are

losing millions of dollars in

Revenue Sharing and other

Federal appropriations.

As an example, he reports

that New York State has lost

$15.1 million in Revenue

Pennsylvania were also

through political action, they

are apparently prepared to

accept less than immediate

black majority rule upon

recognition of Rhodesian in

dependence by Britain

BLACK leaders in Salisbury

confide that they are ready to

negotiate the principle of "one

man, one vote," which would

obviously mean African rule.

The

meeting follows less than an

month after a secret visit to

Salisbury by Sir Dennis

Greenhill, bead of Britain's

deplomatic service, Sir Dennis

saw both Mr. Smith and Bishop

Musorewa. Upon his return to

London, Britain's Foreign

Secretary Sir Alec

appealed to die two sides

to come together in a spirit of

compromise.

"REALLY, it wouldn't take

much to bring an agreement,"

an adviser to Bishop Musorewa

told this reporter recently. "The

bishop is a very reasonable

man, and I've tried to get it

through to the government that

if they don't take advantage of

this opportunity of dealing with

a reasonable man, they'll soon

be faced with the necessity of

dealing with far more

transigent militants."

missed.

Dr. Hill also stated that

while black Americans were

grossly uncounted, other

minorities were equally

victimized by the inaccurate

tabulations.

The Urban League's

undertaking is not only

OSOFO BECOMES PAPA - Left to right are Dr. William A. Reeves, acting chairman of Board of

Directors of Union Christian Bible Institute; the Honoree, Dr. McDonald; Dr. Alexander D. Moseley,

Dean of Union Christian Bible Institute; and Dr. Lorrie W. Held, President of Union Christian Bible

Institute.
,

Osofo McDonald Btcoms "Papa" Or Doctor

designed to correct these who serves the community in

many capacities. He is the

Pastor of the Northside Baptist

Church, President of the

Nairobi

Blacks outnumber whites M

to one in Rhodesia, yet the

European minority government

there has almost convinced

Africans that white power

should remain for the time

Meeting for the first time

officially, July 17, Rhodesia's

Prime Minister Ian Smith and

it Bishop Abel

Musorewa, one of the most

respected leaders of the

country's 5.4 million Africans,

are reported to have descusaed

terms under which blacks

would give their approval for a

settlement to the constitutional

crisis hanging over British

Rhodesian relations for the past

eight years.

THE PRIME Minister was

responding to an invitation from

the Bishop made more than a

week before to explore areas of

agreement. According to

Bishop Musorewa, Mr. Smith

misunderstood the terms under

which Africans would agree to a

settlement.

Britain consistently main-

tains it will not grant

dependence to Rhodesia until a

constitution agreeable to both

whites and blacks is ironed out.

Under Mr. Smith, the white

minority government declared

independence unilaterally in

1965. Rhodesia has been under

diplomatic and economic

sanctions since that time.

THE PRIME Minister told

parliament recently that

.proposals by the African

National Council (ANC), the

group which Bishop Musorewa

heads, were "absolutely

'unacceptable" because they

called for equal

representation in Parliament

and a quick approach to

majority rate.

In extending his invitation for

a direct personal meeting, the

Bishop denied that ANC's

position was so inflexible.

Until now, Bishop Musorewa

has not revealed how far

Africans are willing to com-

promise, since ANC expects to

bargain with the Smith

'government on behalf of the

'black masses.

TALKS AT A lower level had

'taken
place last November

without results. They were

resumed earlier this year after

Britain made it clear the two

Chairman of the Board of

Directors of Operation

Breakthrough, Inc., and a very

able "communicator" on Just

Older Youth Time (JOY

TIME) as heard over WAFR

FM.

population distortions, but to

the location of these

missing Americans which will

enable Federal agencies to

more accurately and equitably

distribute federal funds.

Recently, Osofo La Fayette

H. McDonald Became Dr.

McDonald or "Papa Osofo" as

the Doctrate of Divinity

Degree was conferred upon

him. Dr. McDonald is a

"people oriented minister"

ifie CtacInterdenominational

Ministerial Alliance, College

Minister at Durham College,

tDiabetes Eighth Leading Cause

GET MORE TO EAT from our

Of Death in North Carolina

'There is a correlationRALEIGH North

Carolina ranked sixth in the between diabetes and obesity,

but a direct relationship has

not been proven. It is not

nation in the total number of

persons screened for diabetes

Roy Wf'fcns Speaks entirely clear whether obesity
in 1972, according to John

Griswold, Diabetes Program a cause of diabetes or an

who seek it and cannot find it that is,

those husbandless mothers in

particular, who for the lack of day

care centers, cannot go to a job even

when one is available.

This study of welfare recipients has

concluded' that the problem is even

deeper. It has been found that the

working poor are indeed just as

impoverished as those who are on the

dole, and further, have little prospect

of improving their lot through work.

Indeed, poor working women are in

the worst condition of all. Their wages

and opportunities are even more

limited than men.

It is strange that even now some of

those countries that good old United

States provided for so abundantly

through its Marshall Plan are already,

now that they have reached some

degree of economic security, have

remarked that we, in the United

States, are just not good,

business-wis- Whether they refer to

the dollar situation or the problems

affecting so great a majority of its

population, we do not know.

But the most essential issue now is

for the administration and

government to start immediately

providing some public service work

programs for the thousands of

unemployed, black and white, who

now are watching Watergate with

mixed emotions as they see and hear,

even With a degree of arrogance, how

some affluent individuals toss money

around carelessly and without

apparent shame of the tactics.

Power has been, and without a

doubt, flaunted so that all who may

watch Watergate have no illusions as

to what some men can and will do

with power.

Moral leadership is also at stake and

the domestic problems of our country

cannot be shunted aside and become

lost in the shuffles of the Watergate

testimony. We say the time is at hand

and has been for some time for those

governmental leaders, if we have

them, to set up needed programs for

the alleviation of the rising ugly plight

of 9ff
Just as Congress this past Saturday,

set in motion, procedures for recall to

eliminate pocket vetoes by the

Administration, of needed programs,

surely Congress can accept its

responsibility and possibly use the

same procedures for the alleviation of

the growing human needs that are

encompassing all areas of the nation.

We cannot and must not let

Watergate color the pressing needs

such as unemployment, housing,

educational progress and other needed

domestic programs that will benefit

ALL AMERICANS, whether white or

black.

Manager, Chronic Disease affect of the disease," she said.

More and more statistics and

studies done on economic progress

show that apparently the POOR will

always be with us. And especially for

the Black poor, the situation grows

more and mow critical each day.

The economic progress of

Americans are usually brought up to

date by the Census Bureau. There may

be some good news coming out and

had or truly disturbing things as well.

Disturbing because, for the last

decade, it did appear that progress was

being made as efforts were made to

provide job training and other

essentials to uplift the millions of

and working poor

individuals. And now it does appear

that no efforts are being made to

continue such employment

opportunities for the millions of

Americans who are in dire need of

employment to aid their families,

whether black or white.

Even though the number of poor

people began to decline, the number

of blacks going back below the

poverty level increased. The figure of

24.5 million people with incomes

below the government's offically

prescribed poverty level of $4,275 for

a family of four takes on added

significance with the varying

guidelines set forth in relation to

foods, rents, and other basic

necessities, coupled with the rising

and never ending inflation.

This is quite a disturbingly large

number of individuals for it represents

one out of nine Americans. Rirther it

includes one third of all blacks and

one fifth of the elderly. One of every

seven children in our nation was living

in poverty in 1972. The elderly poor

takes on added meaning as we note

that more and more citizens do reae

the elderly status in even greater

numbers. Longevity, of course, is to

be admired, but to see so many of

them in utter poverty causes one to

wonder what such an affluent nation

can and should do to alleviate their

plight.

But never the less, the working

poor will seemingly stay in the low

jowefry levels. For how can they rise

pr move dp" when subsidy bounties

and inflationary tactics prove an

advantage only to the very affluent

and the rich.

Black families, especially those

headed by females, do not seem to

move up the economic ladder, despite

the general thought of so many

persons that often say women

household heads have it easy. Perhaps

they mean affluent female household

heads.

Recently the work ethic of a large

urban area was studied and the results

appear to turn the work ethic upside

down. The real issue here was not so

much those who avoid work as those

Branch, Division of Health The excess of females

Services.
among know diabetics,

Executive Secretary of NAACP
Over 33,422 people were together with the difficulties
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screened in local health

departments and mass

screening clinics. Another

pregnancy among diabetic

women, has also suggested a

relationship between child

bearing and diabetes.

18,000 were tested in

multiphasic screening clinics.

I'KK KS COOI) THRU AUGUST

KKSKRVED

One hundred and seven years

ago (186) of Wednesday of this

week the Negro explorer who

accompanied Peary at the

North Pole was born. He was

Mathew A. Henson.

Other history events this

week are as follows:

AUGUST - John Wesley

Work musician and

author best known as the

founder of the movement for the

restoration of Negro folk song,

was born.

AUGUST 7 Dr. Ralph J.

Bunche (19044971), social

scientist, diplomat, and UN

Undersecretary, was born. Dr.

Bunche was once professor at

Howard University, and he was

winner of the Nobel Peace

Prise.

THE HARD MACHINES'
Of the total number tested, Who develops diabetes? Dr.

Grant suggests diabetes is most

likely to be found among those SmokedillSAVE 91nilraces would have to net

1,464 were referred to their

doctors as diabetes suspects.

Over 176 persons were found

to be diabetics, and 103 were

diagnosed borderline.

At Colonial With This Coupon And Your $5 Order Or More, PICNIC HAMS n89t
who are over 40 years of age,

obese, blood relatives of

diabetics, mothers who have

given birth to babies that weigh
Local health departmentsFRESH FROZEN FRYER

together to work out a solution.

A opinion

gathering commission last year

found black sentiment

resoundingly opposed to a

settlement along lines ham-

mered out by Rhodesian and

British negotiators. Terms of

nine pounds or more at birth Sliced
did most of the screening,

retesting and referring to and women who have shown

49S private doctors through

ongoing clinics.

carbohydrate intolerance

during pregnancy,
"

.',
I

bjR
S LB, PICNIC HAMS$9that proposal would have lert" :.:X.'

Mais diabetes clinics wereBut torn WmBSHMr
ur- w

?nower in white hands

n hoon Scarborough US64192S, v-white hands would havi conducted in cooperation with

local medical societies, health
Void After 11, 1973
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departments, Lions Clubs, and FAT BACK
diabetes associations. Clinicsnnmmmmmm

WATER HEATER

In cutting- house

construction costs, in-

stall the electric water

heater in an area not

suitable for other use.

For example, it might be

put under a stairway, in

the crawl space or in a

corner base cabinet of

the kitchen.

50 Lb. Stand

were held in High Point,

Kenansville, Wilmington,

StatesviUe, and Asheboro and
S1 100illli SAVE 89' WMWWB screened 5,230 people. PURE LARD AT -

Diabetes was the eighth

scholar and educator and the

first Negro to write a textbook

for the study of Greek, died.

AUGUST 10 Clarence

Cameron White, noted Negro

violinist composer, was born in

1880.

AUGUST a Robert Brown

Elliott one of the

most brilliant Negroes to serve

In the United States House of

Representatives from South

Carolina, was hnm. He served

two terms in jse.

AUGUST .u home of

Frederick uuuglass was

dedicated as a racial shrine in

1922.

committed to unimpeded

progress toward majority rule.

THE TALKS July 17 appear to

offer a real chance of getting

approval for continued white

rule.

If the Smith Muzorewa talks

and subsequent meetings are

successful, blacks will be

agreeing to social, economic,

and political conditions roughly

similar to those for Alabama

Negroes in the early 1960's.

SEGREGATED toilets,

restricted residential areas,

high voter qualifications which

substantially exclude black

franchise, separate but

unequal schools all of these

situations and more would

At Colonial With This Coupon And Your $5 Order Or More leading cause of death in North

Carolina in 1971, and the

second leading cause ofSILVER LABEL

Silberman. the under secretary, was said to

be "furious" at this effort. He became so firm

that the then Attorney General, John N.

Mitchell, who had objected to the black

director, was quoted as complaining: "Who

does he think is running for President of the

United States, Richard Nixon or Larry

Silberman?" But though Silberman refused to

back down and Cotrell's appointment was

made, Peter BrenW,TrbrMnard4iat'' man,

removedhim gj fggaj

Donald F. Rodgers, an assistant to Mr.

Colson, is said to have been equally blunt about

unions. "He wanted the department to

bring enough action against mem so they could

pat the unions out of business, because they

were competing with white unions for

construction jobs," was the way one source put

it
Mr. Colson has said he didn't have dose

control over Rodgers. Rodgers is also alleged to

have told some unions that the White House

would relax its non discrimination efforts after

the election.

Race and color, as in all of U.S. history,

appear to have been factors in the holy crusade

to reflect President Nixon in 1972. The

language, according to reports, was nakedly

racial and the action was abrupt and definite
,
in

line with the traditions of teamsters and

construction workers. The necessity for

Negroes to fight this monolithic opposition is

apparent.

For black Americans the deadly contest is

for bread, for shelter, for schools, for life's little

successes and happiness. For all Americans me

struggle against "the Watergate mind" will

determine the kind of country we have. We can

have cold and ruthless policies, sweeping away

the obstructive the Larry

Silbermans, if you will, leaving only the hard

machines to fight the hard machines - to the

blindness. Heart attacks occur $00

No one can call the characters in die

Watergate drama beautiful. But Negro

Americans, while having no part in the tossing

around of tens of millions of dollars, nave less

to cheer about than some others. What might be

termed "the Watergate mind," not connected

by any hard evidence (as yet) with the

Watergate conspiracy, has included Negroes

racially in the persecutions incident to the

task of getting the President

in 1971jf. IWT"

mm

The report is that Charles W. Colson,

toriner special counsel to President Nixon, used

his influence improperly. In his zeal to

the President, Mr. Colson felt that if black

people blocked (he main goal, they were to be

brushed aside. If their feelings were hurt, if

their racial ambitions were blotted out and if

their mere presence offended powerful

supporters of the President, then they must be

ousted.

It is alleged that Mr. Colson asked the

Labor Department (1) not to appoint a black

man as regional director in New York, and (2)

to "harass" unions of construction

workers to keep them from competing with

white unions. The nominee for regional

director, Clayton I. Cotrell, was appointed by

the White House only because Laurence H.

Silberman, Under Secretary of Labor,

threatened to resign if Cotrelliwas not named.

When Peter J. Brennan was confirmed as

Secretary of Labor, one of his first tasks was the

demotion of Mr. Cotrell by two grades and

removal from the post. The teamsters' union

was supporting the of Mr. Nixon and

hence the pressure on the Labor Department.

Mr. Colson
resigned

his White House job early

in 973 and h Washington firm reportedly has

been retained by the teamsters at a

fee.

Mr. Colson s reported language on the

appointment of Mr. Cotrell was blunt. His

office was said to have observed: "You can't

have this black regional director in New York

because the building trades won't stand for it."

Injury Out Of Role

NAKANOJft 3mmtwo and times more
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2 LB.pi frequently in diabetics. It is88 aASSl known as

"irom ..COFFEE estimated that one percent of
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has diabetes, and that another

40,000 have the disease and

don't know it.
99t(One coupon per family)
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The test for diabetes isIIII mmmmmmmmVmVofi mm
Canadian Elected Lionssimple and relatively painless.

Period Wi Want CutRe-Lm- Hie
International President

$00asm .mat mwm
A drop or two of capillary

blood is taken by means of a

slight prick of the finger. The

blood is mixed with a sodium

4TOW SAVE 36 BEANS 303 Size Jan
At Colonial With This Coupon And Your $5 Order Or More

flouride solution which acts as

preservative until the

COLD POWER specimen can be mailed to the

Eberwine

TURNIP GREENS 7 &A In
biochemistry branch of the

Division of Health Services in

Raleigh for analyzin g. A bloodiC59
DETERGENT

49 oz. PKG. Luzianne
specimen must be analyzed

within 72 hours from the time 25TEAVoid After August 11, 1973 it is taken.(One coupon per tamily)
yA Pound Box
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Himmmmmmsm
Any person who has

screened 140 miligrams percent

or greater is recommended to

have the test repeated two

Things You Should Know

those who are least able to stem the

tide, the working poor. And there are

millions of Americans who fall in this

category.
,

All persons must join in the much

needed battle to fight against the

seeping and pervasive changes in our

society. We must not be guilty of

sleeping and wasting our time while

the Code words are being rewritten

and pushed upon the blacks and

minorities.

The constitutional crises of our

times, rising inflation, utter disregard

for the rights of others, as illustrated

by the Watergate Mess, what some

men and yes, women, will do for

money and power as well as the

illegality of law enforcement officers,

surreptitious bugging,

wiretapping, tape recording, who

knows what else, must somehow take

on new zeal for the rights of all

persons to life, liberty and the pursuit

of happiness as wc move into the

future.

Blacks and other minorities ate

beginning to see how the

Period between

1870 arid 1900 lead to pervasiveness

and final adoption of the infamous

Black Codes.

These were Codes to return Blacks

to their place" after a

period of great development and

leadership.

We sec the continuing whittling

away or watering down of many laws

that have benefitted not only blacks

and other minorities, but also the

poor people in general under the guise

of returning our country and the

economy to normal.

I rom all reports, there is the still

rapidly rising unemployment of

Blacks and other minorities. We must

not. allow the Watergate Mess to

overshadow the continued need for

programs that will help the masses of

people, white or black. The continued

rising of inflationary prices will hurt

hours after a meal. Neither the

Division of Health Services nor

the county health departmentsSIMM save 24 WnWB

The Best In Your Neighborhood

For Much Less - Compere

Prices, We Welcome If

Ctnetieur diagnose; they only act as
!At Colonial With This Coupon And Your $5 Order Or More

referral service to the private

doctor.

FARM CHARM ASST- - FLAVORS
It has been demonstrated

CA RNEGIE that diabetes is more common

and hence found more readily'before we married you didn't have a rag
ON YOUR BACK NOWYQUVE, GOT RAG

in certain population groups

Ice Creanio 49c SEAFOODwhich are often called "high

1835- - 1919
risk groups," according to Dr.

Isa Grant, head of the Chronic
. .........

(One coupon per family) void! After August 11,1 973 Disease Branch.

IIIlillliiiiiA "Age seems to be one of the

foremost factors in influencing

the appearance of clinical

Little Known Facts About

Black Public Colleges

OAK BROOK, ILLINOIS-T- ris

Coffin of Montreal,

Quebec, Canada, was elected

President of the Interna-

tional Association of Lions

Clubs at the Association's

56th Annual Convention in

Miami Beach, Florida. The

Association is the largest ser-

vice club organization in the

world. It is a

association

with over one million mem-

bers in clubs in 149 countries

and geographic areas.

An optician, Coffin has

been a member of the Mon-

treal (Central) Lions Club

since 1939. He and his family

reside in Rosemere, a Mon-

treal suburb. Jr
President Coffin's theme

for his year in office will be,

"One Million Men Serving

Mankind". Of Ms new re-

sponsibilities Coffin says,

"Lionism is an organization

that looks beyond the hori-

zon, that seeks out the good

in every man. Our goal is

simple: to make the entire

world a better, healthier,

happier place where man can

live in the spirit of peace and

understanding".

ftfSHflffldiabetes," Dr. Grant explained

"Studies have shown thatilfflii save 30 WMMMSB

Born in ounfermline,

scotland - in 1848 he settlE-

D IN ALLEGHANY CITY, PA AS

A BOY, Hf WAS AN UNDERPAID

BOBBIN BOY IN A COTTON FAC-

TORY IN 1801 ALL HIS BUSI-

NESS HOLDINGS WERE INCORPOR- -

blood glucose levels rise

steadily with age. About 70

percent of all diabetics are over

At Colonial With This Coupon And Your $5 Order Or More

v
. Tellow i ons 45 years of age at the time of

diagnosis; only four percent are

children.

"Any individual with
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DELAWARE STATE COLLEGE in

contrast to many of the traditionally

black public colleges, was specifically

established as a t institution

on May I S, 1891, by the

General Assembly of the State of

Delaware.

That Assembly patted "An Act of

Establish and Maintain a College for

the Education of Colored Students in

Agriculture and the Mechanical Arts
"

Since its founding, Delaware State

College has expanded into many

0mm and interesting areas of study.

CENTRAL STATE UNIVERSITY,

located in Wilberforce, Ohio originally

existed as the "Combined Normal and

Industrial Department of Wilberforce

University, under the auspices of the

African Methodist Episcopal Church.

It became an independent institution

many years later by action of the

Ohio General Assembly in 94 .

When known as Wilberforce

University in conjunction with the;

above name, it was and still is the site

for the residency of one of the

outstanding bishops of African

Methodist, Bishop Reverdy C.

Ransom.'
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HE WAS THE FIRST PHILANTHROPIST TO GIVE LARGE SUMS FOR NEGRO

EDUCATION HE GAVE $800,000 TO TU8KEGEE

advisable to screen those who

do not know whether anyone
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anlailiin the family has a history ofmm
diabetes," Dr. Grant cautioned.
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